Probabilities in quantum theory are traditionally given by Born's rule as the expectation values of projection operators. Here it is shown that Born's rule is insufficient in universes so large that they contain identical multiple copies of observers, because one does not have definite projection operators to apply. Possible replacements for Born's rule include using the expectation value of various operators that are not projection operators, or using various options for the average density matrix of a region with an observation. 
Probabilities in quantum theory are traditionally given by Born's rule [1] . This rule says that probabilities are the absolute squares of quantum amplitudes. More precisely, Born's rule gives probabilities of measurement or observation results as the expectation values of a complete orthogonal set of projection operators. This rule seems to work well for ordinary laboratory settings, where one is considering the observations of a specific observer and knows where he or she is within the quantum state. However, the universe may be so large that it contains identical multiple copies of the observer and the measurement situation, so that the observer does not know which copy he or she is. Here I show that Traditional quantum theory uses Born's rule for the probability of an observation O j (the result of an observation) as P j ≡ P (O j ) = P j where P j is the projection operator onto the observational result O j , and where . . . denotes the quantum expectation value of whatever operator replaces the . . . inside the angular brackets.
Born's rule works when one knows where the observer is within the quantum state (e.g., in the quantum state of a single laboratory rather than of the universe), so that one has definite orthonormal projection operators. However, Born's rule does not work in a universe large enough that there may be identical copies of the observer at different locations, since then one does not know uniquely where the observer is or what the projection operators are.
For example, suppose there are two copies of the observer, at locations A and B.
The two copies are assumed to be identical, by which I mean all local observations the observer might make cannot distinguish them. The two copies may be distinguished globally by their different locations, but that information is not available to the copies of the local observer themselves. Suppose, for simplicity, that each copy of the observer makes an observation that can give either the result 1 or 2, with no other possibilities. One would like a theory of the universe (including a specification of its quantum state) that would give normalized probabilities of getting the results 1 and 2, say P 1 and P 2 respectively, without having to specify the inaccessible information of what the location is.
Born's rule would give the probabilities P However, if the observer is not certain to be at either A or B, and if P
would be the probability P 1 of simply getting the observational result 1. I shall assume that P 1 must be a weighted mean of P For Born's rule to give the possibility of both observational probabilities' being nonzero in the two-dimensional quantum state space being considered, the orthonormal projection operators should each be of rank one, of the form
where |ψ 1 and |ψ 2 are two orthonormal pure states.
However, once the state-independent projection operators are fixed, then if the quantum state is |ψ = |ψ 1 , the expectation values of the two projection operators are P 1 ≡ ψ|P 1 |ψ = ψ 1 |ψ 1 ψ 1 |ψ 1 = 1 and P 2 ≡ ψ|P 2 |ψ = There are many logically possible replacements of Born's rule [4, 5, 6, 7] . Here I shall describe only three of them. It is simplest to start with definitions of unnormalized relative probabilities (nonnegative, but not necessarily summing to unity) and then to define the normalized first-person probabilities P j = P (O j ) to be these relative probabilities divided by their sum over all possible observations. One choice (theory T 3 in [6] ) would be to take the relative probabilities to be the expectation values of the numbers of occurrence of the observation. This rule was called volume weighting. A third choice (theory T 5 in [6] ) for each relative probability would be the expectation value of the fraction of all observations that are the one in question. This rule was called observational averaging. It would seem to be the most natural rule to use if one assumed wavefunction collapse [8, 9] and multiplied the quantum probability for a particular quantum component with the probability of randomly choosing a particular observation out of all the observations in that quantum component.
All three of these rules may be interpreted as replacing Born's rule of the probabilities as expectation values of projection operators P j with rules for giving the probabilities as expectation values of other operators Q j , which might be called observation operators. That is, these rules are linear in the quantum state (an entity that assigns expectation values to operators). It is logically possible that the rules for extracting observational probabilities from the quantum state are instead nonlinear [6] , though the examples proposed so far for this seem rather contrived and more complicated than the linear rules. It would perhaps be most conservative first to explore the various linear rules.
The ambiguity of what to use to replace Born's rule is reflected in the measure problem in cosmology [2, 3, 4] . The usual focus of the measure problem is how to regulate the infinities that occur when one has an infinite universe. However, the need to replace Born's rule shows that there is an ambiguity even for finite but large universes. It would not be enough to have the actual quantum state of the universe; one would also need the rules for extracting the first-person probabilities of observations from the quantum state. Here I have shown that Born's rule is insufficient for getting reasonable first-person probabilities in a universe large enough for many identical copies of the observer. 
